FACULTY MEMBERS SIGN STATEMENT

121 At UA Praise Peace Efforts

A total of 121 University of Arizona faculty members have signed a statement to President Johnson praising him for the peace offensive now under way.

The statement reads:

“We heartily endorse your initiative in seeking active negotiations to end the Viet Nam conflict.

“We hope that neither domestic political pressure nor temporary diplomatic reversals will deter you from maintaining persistent, patient efforts to resolve the conflict at the conference table.”

Many of the persons signing the statement today also were among 54 UA faculty members who signed an ad in the campus newspaper, the Arizona Wildcat, in December calling for the United States to “actively seek negotiations” and expressing fear about the escalation of the war.

The names on the statement released today are:


What's New? Oh.
A Horse In The Pool

MUTTONTOWN, N.Y. — UPI — Three horses being boarded at a nearby stable broke loose and wandered onto the estate of architect Leverett Miller.

One of them fell into Miller's partially filled swimming pool and drowned. The neighing of the other horses brought the estate caretaker who found the drowned horse, police said.
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